
ER 4.1(a)1 states that, when representing a client, a lawyer shall not
knowingly make a false statement of material fact or law to a third person.
This would include opposing counsel, witnesses and neutral mediators.

What is “material” in a given case is not always clear, but a recent ABA
Formal Ethics Opinion gives some examples of what is allowed in the spe-
cific contexts of the settlement negotiations and “caucused” mediations.2

After acknowledging at the outset of the opinion that it is not unusual for
lawyers to be “less than entirely forthcoming” with opposing counsel dur-
ing settlement negotiations, the opinion gives examples of what are not
false statements of material fact or law:

• “puffing,” posturing and other statements upon which parties to
negotiations are ordinarily not expected to rely

• exaggerating the client’s negotiation goals
• downplaying the client’s willingness to compromise
As lawyers, we all know these very general categories of what could be

called “modest deviations from gospel truth” to be the norm in settlement
negotiations. Because we expect them from opposing counsel, we are not
necessarily misled when they occur.

But the opinion also discusses the kinds of misstatements that are vio-
lations of ER 4.1:

• When a lawyer representing an employer in labor negotiations states
to union lawyers that adding a particular employee benefit would
cost the company an additional $100 per employee, when the lawyer
knows that it actually will cost only $20

• When defense counsel declares that documentary evidence will be
submitted at trial in support of a defense when the lawyer knows that
such documents do not exist

• When a prosecutor tells the other side during a plea negotiation that
he knows of an eyewitness to the alleged crime when he knows that
is not the case. This sort of statement would not be allowed to be
made by defense counsel, either.

This topic has been the subject of previous ABA Formal
Ethics Opinions, so it has been a matter of concern since ER 4.1
was adopted in 1983.3 And lawyers have been disciplined and had
the settlements they negotiated set aside for ER 4.1 violations.

A Kentucky lawyer was disciplined for settling a personal
injury case without disclosing that her client had died.4 A New
York lawyer was disciplined for stating to opposing counsel that
his client’s insurance coverage was only $200,000 when he knew
that the limits were actually $1 million.5 In other cases, a
Minnesota court threw out a settlement because of defense coun-
sel’s failure to disclose material facts, adverse to his client’s posi-
tion, relating to the plaintiff’s medical condition.6 An Iowa court
allowed a third-party equitable indemnity claim for malpractice
against opposing counsel who had engaged in misrepresentations
during negotiations.7 Finally, in an Oregon case, the vendor’s
lawyer was allowed to be sued for fraud after he made statements
that “it was a lot of property for the money,” implying his client
had the power to transfer real property to the plaintiff/buyers
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when he knew his client did not.8

The opinion discusses a suggestion that
negotiating lawyers be held to a stricter stan-
dard of truthfulness when participating in a
“caucused” mediation.9 This has been the
subject of several law review articles10 but has
not gotten much attention in “real-world”
situations. The opinion concludes that a dif-
ferent standard need not be applied in this
context, and that the ethical rules dealing
with truthfulness before “tribunals”11 and
misrepresentations12 do not apply or impose
greater obligations upon the negotiating
lawyer than those already provided for in ER
4.1. AZAT
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